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COVER PHOTO: A Pallas’ long-tongued nectar bat (Glossophaga soricina) polli-

nates a wild banana flower. Bat pollinators and seed-dispersers are crucial for

the future of wild bananas, which are essential for maintaining healthy com-

m e rcial varieties (see Page 1).
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A long-tongued dawn fruit bat (Eonycteris spelaea)
pollinates a female banana flower in Thailand.

ats pollinate
wild bananas and disperse
their seeds. But the com-
m e rcial bananas we eat
h a ve been seedless and
without the need of polli-
nation for thousands of years.
They’re grown only from suckers
cut off a mother plant and transplant-
ed around the tropics. So who needs
bats these days? Well, we do – at least we
do if we want to keep eating bananas.
The plants that produce all that tasty fruit
are so genetically similar that a single dis-
ease could devastate the global crop. In fact,
some scientists warn that commerc i a l
bananas may already be at great risk from a
recently reported fungus.

BATS
AND DISAPPEARING

BATS
AND DISAPPEARING

WILD BANANASWILD BANANAS
Can bats keep commercial bananas
on supermarket shelves?
Can bats keep commercial bananas
on supermarket shelves?
by Ivan W. Buddenhagen
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The banana, the source of a multibillion-dollar industry
that sells around 100 billion bananas of the Cavendish variety
each year, is a remarkable plant with a long, long history that’s
deeply intertwined with bats and humans. But populations of
pollinating fruit bats are under threat in many parts of the
world – and that threatens the banana’s long-term future.

Mu s a, the banana genus, includes about 50 species; all of
them originated in an area from eastern India, through So u t h-
east Asia to New Guinea. Wild bananas must be pollinated and
their seeds dispersed away from the mother plant. “Or n a m e n-
t a l” bananas, with upright flowers, are pollinated by birds. T h e
rest, including the ancestors of our edible bananas, have hori-
zontal or drooping flowers that are pollinated primarily by bats. 

Bananas are an ancient group that has evolved – along with
bats – over 50 million years. The plant’s adaptations for bat
pollination include nocturnal flowering, a strong and charac-
teristic odor that attracts bats worldwide, plus abundant and
accessible nectar and pollen. The co-evolution of bananas and
bats also resulted in adaptations for seed dispersal. The wild
fruit is packed with hard-shelled seeds and little pulp. Bats,
along with monkeys and some other animals, eat the fruit and
scatter the seeds. Bats, however, are by far the most effective
seed dispersers.

All those seeds mixed into too little pulp make wild
bananas almost impossible for humans to eat. They were,
however, the progenitors, in India and Southeast Asia, of all
the bananas we eat today. Bats’ role in scattering banana seeds
and pollinating flowers for millennia produced the genetic
variability that led to both an invaluable fruit and highly pro-
ductive plants that were selected and propagated by ancient
villagers. In some 80 recent years of scientific banana breeding,
no one has been able to beat those bat-bred and villager-select-
ed bananas. And the fruit bats are still at work, maintaining
the wild plants that could someday keep bananas from disap-
pearing from supermarket shelves. Yet the bats, like the wild
banana plants they support, are in startling decline.

Bananas were domesticated thousands of years ago. In the
tropics, domestication begins by simply finding a wild plant
you like and bringing it home to grow. Hard-to-eat wild
bananas might seem an unlikely choice for cultivation, but
people of the time needed fiber for fish line, ropes and nets, as
well as large leaves that could be used as wrappers for food. For
this, banana plants are ideal, especially the species Musa bal-
bisiana in upper India and Burma.

It was easy to dig up a few suckers to grow in gardens and
to carry them along as early people migrated southward into

A few of the hundreds of diverse varieties of bananas
are offered for sale at markets in Sulawesi, Indonesia.

C O U RTESY OF IVAN W. BU D D E N H AG E N
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the islands of Indonesia and the Philippines. M. balbisiana
now grows around villages all the way to New Guinea. In the
Philippines, another great fiber banana, M. textilis, was grow-
ing wild in the jungle; it was cultivated extensively to produce
the famous Manila hemp ropes so useful in the days of sail.
Both species are still seeded.

Meanwhile, the mother of our edible bananas, the wide-
s p read Musa acuminata, was thriving, with bats’ help,
throughout this vast jungle region. Somewhere along the way,
foraging humans found occasional plants with fruit that con-
tained few or no seeds and were ready to eat when picked or
after cooking. Suckers from these plants were transplanted
into gardens and carried along when the people migrated.

But these domesticated bananas were moved and intro-
duced, along with their diseases, into new countries and con-
tinents from suckers rather than seeds. Each new plant is a
clone of its mother, and it is genetically fixed. Over thousands
of years as clones, seeds disappeared completely from these
varieties. Cultivated bananas are sterile and would soon die
out if humans did not perpetuate the plants via suckers (and
now by tissue culture).

Moreover, sterility makes it difficult to breed new edible
varieties. And new ones are needed because commercial
bananas, such as the popular Cavendish, are so susceptible to
disease that they now require more fungicide spraying than
any other crop. Yet diseases are rare among wild bananas, in
which the constant mixing of genes has evolved resistance to
local pathogens.

Vi rtually all bananas found in stores today are the
Cavendish variety. But until the mid-20th century, Gros
Michel bananas were the chosen fruit. Discovered in Asia two
centuries ago and transplanted to Central America and else-
where, these were larger and, by most accounts, tastier than
the Cavendish. But the Gros Michel had little resistance to
Panama disease, which was spread with its suckers across the
banana-growing world in the early 1900s. Disease-resistant
versions of the Gros Michel could no longer be produced,
since it was grown only as a clone. Repeated delaying tactics
only slowed the inevitable and growers were financially devas-
tated. The last Gros Michel banana split was eaten in the early
1960s. Now the Cavendish, resistant to the old Panama dis-
ease, reigns. But now it, too, has proved susceptible to a
heretofore undetected strain of Panama disease, native to
Malaysia and Indonesia. And this disease has already appeared
in China, the Philippines and Australia.

Wild bananas, with their diverse gene pools, are the feed-
stock for new commercial varieties. The genetic change that
gives bananas a fruity pulp without pollination and fertiliza-
tion is called parthenocarpy (virgin fruit). It must have been
stumbled upon many times, but it is hard to detect in wild
bananas where bats are abundant and pollination produces
seeds. I recently collected seed from a normal-looking, seeded
banana that, when grown in isolation, produced some plants
that were parthenocarpic and some not. In effect, I domesti-
cated a new banana variety.

Bat pollination and seed production must continue or the

The fruit of wild banana plants is so densely packed with seeds that it is hardly edible.
Modern commercial varieties bear fruit without seeds.
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Bats are crucial to the sur-
vival of the world’s remain-

ing tropical forests. Enormous
ex p a n s es of ra i n f o rest are
cleared every year for logging,
agriculture, ranching and other
u s es. Fr u i t- e ating bats are
uniquely suited for dispersing
the seeds of vital “pioneer
plants,” those that provide a
foundation from which a di-
verse and healthy forest can re-
emerge. Bats are such effective
seed-dispersers that Canadian
res e a rcher Donald Thomas
called them the “farmers of the
tropics.”

And that, of course, is in
addition to fruit- and nectar-
eating bats’ role in pollinating
countless tropical plants, many
of them of gre at economic
importance.

Regenerating clear-cut for-
estlands is a complex natural
process that requires a phased
spreading of seeds by birds,
primates and other animals as
well as bats. Countless tropical trees and understory shrubs
are adapted for seed dispersal by animals, primarily bats and
birds. But birds, wary of crossing large open spaces where
flying predators can attack, typically drop seeds directly
beneath their perches. Night-foraging fruit bats, on the
other hand, often cover large distances each night, are much
more willing than birds to cross clearings and typically defe-
cate in flight, scattering far more seeds across cleared areas.

And many of the bat-dispersed seeds are from hardy pio-
neer plants, the first to grow in the hot, dry conditions of
clearings. As these plants grow, they provide the shelter that
lets other, more delicate plants grow. Seeds dropped by bats
can account for up to 95 percent of the first new growth.
The pioneer plants also shelter birds and primates, offering
cover and perches so they, too, can venture into the area
and disperse seeds for other, more fragile plants that could
not survive in the hot, dry conditions of a clearing.

Wherever there are tropical rainforests, fruit bats are on
the job. One of the most important players in regenerating
forests across much of Africa is the straw-colored fruit bat
(Eidolon helvum). Large colonies of this flying fox annually

m i g rate some 600 miles
(1,000 kilomete rs) or more
across the central belt of the
continent, scattering hu g e
numbers of seeds along the
way. Up to eight million of
these bats gather near the end
of each year in a single, packed
colony in Zambia, eating nearly
6,000 tons of fruit and nectar
per night. Imagine their impact
on the growth of fores ts !
(BATS, Spring 2004)

Yet ra i n f o rest bats are
among the most ra p i d ly declin-
ing animals in the tropics. And
res e a rc h e rs Kim McConkey and
Donald Dra ke re c e n t ly re p o rte d
(B AT S, Spring 20 07) that the
“ essential role [of flying foxes ]
in maintaining healthy fores ts
m ay end long before conserva-
t i o n i s ts realize the problem is
upon them.” It seems that fly i n g
f oxes re q u i re a certain amount
of crowding and te r r i to r i a l
defense to force them to carry
fruit to new locations, fulfilling

their role as dispers e rs of seeds. When bat nu m b e rs fall below
t h reshold levels, most seeds are simply dropped beneath the
p a rent tre e .

As pollinators, meanwhile, tropical bats provide invalu-
able support to many local and national economies. Durian
is a wildly popular fruit worth more than $230 million a year
in Southeast Asia. Durian flowers open at dusk and rely
almost exclusively on flying foxes for pollination, without
which they cannot produce fruit.

As with bananas, wild varieties of many of the world’s
most economically valuable crop plants also rely on bats.
These include avocados, breadfruit, dates, figs, peaches,
mangoes, cloves, cashews, carob and balsa wood.

Worldwide more than 450 economically importa n t
plants are known to depend on bats. These include more
than 110 used for food and drinks, 72 for medicines, 66 for
timber, 29 for fiber and cordage, 25 for dyes, 19 for tannins
and 11 for animal feed. With additional research, this list will
no doubt grow much longer.

Losing these bats would threaten both the forests and
the human economies that depend on them.

Farmers of the Tropics
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A straw-colored fruit bat

eats a guava fruit in Africa.
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wild species will disappear. This has already happened over vast areas of
bananas’ former range as forest habitat was cleared for agriculture. The loss
of tropical forests also destroys the bats’ habitats. And on top of that, vil-
lagers in many areas capture, sell and eat the flying foxes on which wild
bananas depend.

I once met an elderly Dutchman who had lived in Jakarta before World
War II. He recalled the magic of watching the skies darken each night as
enormous flights of flying foxes blocked out the setting sun. Such flights
are long gone. At the great botanical garden at Bogor, some 50 miles (80
kilometers) away, I was delighted for several years to watch a small colony
of flying foxes fly out from their tree roosts at dusk. Last year, they, too,
were gone even from that sanctuary.

Wild bananas are now largely extinct over vast areas. Those that remain
are especially precious as potential breeding parents for disease-resistant
plants. But they have never been properly collected, so we don’t even know

The wild banana, in all its varieties, is a fascinating plant, not really a tree at all, but an herb
(an herbaceous plant). In fact, the largest of all herbs is a wild banana species, Musa ingens,

that grows in the highlands of New Guinea and can reach heights of 50 feet (15 meters).
Growth is the same for a seedling growing at the forest edge from a seed dropped by a

bat or for a sucker whacked off a mother plant and planted by people.
The plant’s growing point remains near ground level, but tightly rolled new leaves grow up

through the clasping bases of previous leaves. The
leaves unfold after they emerge at the top of the
“pseudostem” (often mistakenly called the trunk).
After 30 to 35 leaves are produced, the growing
point begins developing a cluster of flowers (inflo-
rescence). The bud, at the apex of the true stem,
is thrust upward, inside the plant until it emerges
at the top and develops the female flowers whose
ovaries become the fruit, arranged in spirals or
whorls. After the fruit forms, the still-growing bud
becomes “male” and continues to grow, exposing
new, pollen-rich flowers every day or two.

Both male and female flowers produce an abun-
dance of sweet nectar and the buds produce a
strong odor, both of which are attractive to bats.
When nectar-eating bats carry pollen from male to
female flowers of different plants, the result is
seeds with a mix of genes that differs from each
parent – the recipe for genetic diversity. Today’s
commercial bananas don’t require pollination and
they produce no seed (although their flowers still
produce abundant nectar and are visited by bats
wherever bananas are grown).

A f ter the fruit is mat u re and the male bud gone,
the “mother plant” gra d u a l ly dies, although sucke rs
will have grown up from the base, forming a clump of
n ew pseudoste m s .

Growing Bananas

The wild banana Musa banksii in Indonesia is among
precursors of modern commercial varieties.The hanging
bud is a large, male flower.

C O U RTESY OF IVAN W. BU D D E N H AG E N
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what is there. We do know, however, that serious diseases rarely affect wild bananas. Clearly, they have evolved
much resistance. 

Breeders are often reluctant to return to these wild ancestors as parents for new commercial bananas. But the
wild species can carry invaluable genes. And domestic bananas, since they are clones and have been clones for
thousands of years, are very close genetically to their wild ancestors.

The remaining wild bananas must be conserved. And that means we must protect the flying foxes that are
essential to these plants’ survival. The
loss of these bats could have devastat-
ing effects, not only to wild bananas,
but also on the health of the few
remaining tropical forests.

I VAN W. BU D D E N H AGEN is
Professor Emeritus at the University of
California at Davis. He has 30 years’
experience in tropical agriculture of
Asia, Africa, the Americas and the
Pacific. He started research on bananas
in 1957 in Costa Rica.

The author thanks the Nu n h e m s
Foundation of the Netherlands and John
Goelet for support of some of his field
investigations.

The pseudostems of wild bananas are
separated and prepared for use as fiber
in Sumatra. Early peoples valued the
plant for its fiber and (inset) leaves that
were ideal for wrapping food and other
items.

Commercial bananas are especially susceptible to diseases, such as the Fusarium wilt that is killing
these commercial plants in Sumatra.

C O U RTESY OF IVAN W. BU D D E N H AG E N
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In Pe ru’s Cerros de Amotape National Pa rk, where surv i v i n g
remnants of the Pacific Tropical Fo rest meet the equatorial dry
f o rest, the fraternal fruit bat is the critical player in re j u ve n a t-
ing these fragile and degraded ecosystems. Our re s e a rc h ,
a p p a rently the first study of seed dispersal and forest re g e n e r-
ation on the western side of the Andes, confirms that this bat,
Artibeus fra t e rc u l u s, is the principal seed-disperser in both dis-
turbed and intact forests. Mo re ove r, the seeds they scatter
exhibit an unusually high germination rate and most are of
pioneer species that are critical components of natural re f o r-
estation. Some of these bat-supported plants, meanwhile, are
an important part of the diet of at least two endangere d
species. This is an exceptionally valuable bat to have aro u n d .

The partially protected forest in the Tumbes region of far
northwestern Peru, part of a recently designated Biodiversity
Hot Spot, is critically important. The Pacific Tropical Forest
has shrunk dramatically over the decades, especially in
Ecuador, and many once-common plant species are now
extinct. It remains under threat from illegal timber harvests,
livestock grazing and expanding human settlement.

With a Bat Conservation International Student Research
Scholarship, funded by the U.S. Forest Service International
Programs, my colleagues Sidney Nova, John Chavez and I
set out to document the ecological importance of the frater-
nal fruit bat to this Neotropical forest.

The smallest of 18 species of the Artibeus genus of
Neotropical fruit bats, A. fraterculus ranges from western
Ecuador southward to northwestern and central Peru. Its

The fraternal fruit bat (top photo) is the principal seed-disperser fo r

Peruvian fo rests west of the A n d e s , and Acnistus arbore s c e n s, a shrubby

plant known as chin chin, (a b ov e) seems to be the bats’ favorite fo o d.

REJUVENATING PACIFIC FORESTS

Peru counts on the fraternal fruit bat 
by Richard Cadenillas

REJUVENATING PACIFIC FORESTS

Peru counts on the fraternal fruit bat

P H OTOS COURTESY OF RICHARD CADENILLAS
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population is believed to be declining.
We selected six locations ranging in elevation from 200 to

2,600 feet (60-800 meters), including humid tropical forests,
equatorial dry forests and transition zones between the two.
We set 10 to 15 mist nets in each zone at both disturbed and
intact sites and captured bats for six nights at each site, keep-
ing them in bags until they defecated. Then we recorded mor-
phological measurements and released the bats.

We recorded 29 bat species, including four that had not
previously been identified in Peru west of the Andes. These
include the fisherman bat (Noctilio leporinus), Linneaus’ false
vampire bat (Vampyrum spectrum), riparian myotis (Myotis
riparius), and white-winged vampire bat (Diaemus youngi).

By far the most abundant species we captured was the fra-
ternal fruit bat, which accounted for 190 of 491 bats capture d
during our 2006 field season. This was followed by Pa l l a s’ long-
tongued nectar bat (Glossophaga soricina) with 75 captures; this
s p e c i e s’ seed-dispersing role re q u i res additional study.

The fraternal fruit bat was the dominant seed-disperser in
all the locations we surveyed. This versatile bat is found in sig-
nificant numbers in the dry forest, the Tropical Forest of the
Pacific and in transition zones, and in landscapes with and
without human alterations.

We dissected the feces samples collected from captured
bats, including 48 samples from fraternal fruit bats, to estab-
lish preliminary indications of diet. Excluding insect remains,
we removed, counted and classified
250 seeds and plant remnants – 122
of them from A. fraterculus. We
compared the seeds to specimens at
San Marcos University’s Museum of
Natural History and at La Molina
University, identifying 22 species,
including 15 from the fraternal fruit
bat. The dietary diversity was far
higher for the fraternal fruit bat
than for any other bat species.

It should be noted that seeds
were recovered from only 6 of the
15 surveyed localities, all of them
disturbed landscapes in transitional
zones. Additional research is need-
ed. Nonetheless, the most common
species linked to this bat is the
shrubby chin chin (Acnistus arbor-
escens) at 25 percent, followed by the
Cetico tree (Cecropia polystachya) at
20 percent and the fig (Ficus eximia)
at 15 percent.

We tested the germination of
some seeds, maintaining them in
l a b o r a t o ry dishes, to determine
whether they are affected by passing
through the bats’ digestive system.
(We are collecting more material for
this research, since very little is known about the seeds of some
of these species.) We recorded very high germination rates of
Acnistus arborescens (81 percent) and Cecropia polystachya (49

percent), while seeds of the Ficus genus barely reach 25 percent
germination.

The fraternal fruit bat’s importance in maintaining and
regenerating these battered forests is clear from our study. It is
the dominant species in all ecological zones we studied,
whether intact or disturbed, and it consumes a wide variety of
plants. Moreover, the most common seeds it dispersed are of
confirmed or likely pioneer species with a crucial role in
restoring cleared forestland.

This bat seems to be a keystone species on which many
other plants and animals rely. For example, plants grown from
seeds it disperses are part of the diet of the Mantled howler
monkey and white-tailed deer, both listed as endangered in
South America.

Given the continuing threats to Peru’s western coastal
ecosystems, especially the much-diminished Pacific Tropical
Forest, the fraternal fruit bat is a vital part of our hopes for
restoring and protecting these forests into the future.

RICHARD CADENILLAS is a biologist at the Museum of
Natural History in San Marcos and the University of Peru.

BCI’s scholarship program allows promising young scientists like
Cadenillas to conduct important bat-conservation re s e a rc h
around the world. Please help us continue this very important
program. Donate online at: www.batcon.org/donate.

A member of the research team removes a bat from a mist net
in the Peruvian forest. Droppings from captured bats were
examined to determine their diets.

C O U RTESY OF RICHARD CADENILLAS
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BAT CONSERVATION
TAKES ROOT IN NEPAL

Education makes a difference in the
Madanpokhara Valley

BAT CONSERVATION
TAKES ROOT IN NEPAL

Education makes a difference in the
Madanpokhara Valley

by Hari Adhikari

he idea of bat conservation was almost unheard of in Nepal until a few ye a r s
a g o. Bats we re totally ignored by the government and civic organizations and
e ven by most conservationists. Few Nepalis knew much about bats, and most
of what they thought they knew was wrong and usually damaging. Si n c e
about 2005, howe ve r, a small but enthusiastic corps of students and others has
been organizing “bat clubs,” conducting pre l i m i n a ry re s e a rch and working to
educate our neighbors about bats. Bat Conservation International has sup-
p o rted a number of those efforts, including my own recent work. But the chal-
lenge is great and we have only just begun. Bats are still mostly misunderstood
and largely unwelcome in most of this wildlife-rich country.

BCI’s Global Grassroots Conservation Fund has provided four grants to
conservation projects in Nepal (see BATS, Winter 2005). The India-based
Chiroptera Conservation and Information Network of South Asia (CCIN-
SA) and its founder, BCI South Asia Liaison Sally Walker, initiated the first
bat club and conducted a workshop in 2007, with BCI support, to teach
college students the basics of field research and bat education.

As coordinator of the nonprofit Natural Re s o u rces Re s e a rch and
Conservation Center (NaReCon) in Pokhara, Nepal, I developed a program
to educate students and community groups about the importance of bats and their conservation needs.
NaReCon is dedicated to sustainable development and the conservation of Nepal’s biodiversity through
public participation. Bat Friends, a student group at the Institute of Forestry, Pokhara Campus, joined
us in the project. 

We concentrated our efforts on children, hoping that an early appreciation and understanding of
bats might produce lifelong changes in attitudes toward these invaluable mammals. Our overriding
message: conservation is the responsibility of all of us who share this Earth. We focused on the
Madanpokhara Valley of Palpa District, an agricultural area with a rich biodiversity.

Be f o re beginning our efforts in Ja n u a ry 2008, we surve yed students and community residents to deter-
mine their attitudes about bats. Since the many insectivo rous bats in the valley consume great numbers
of insects, including many crop pests, the bats have always helped farmers by reducing the need for pes-

Schoolchildren in Nepal (top photo) learn about the
benefits of bats as part of a BCI Global Grassroots
Conservation Fund project, and (above) a teacher
posts bat information on classroom walls.

P H OTOS COURTESY OF HARI ADHIKARI
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BCI’S GLOBAL GRASSROOTS CONSERVATION FUND is planting the seeds of bat conservation
around the world. We need your help to ensure those seeds take root and grow.
Please donate to Global Grassroots at www.batcon.org/donate.

ticides. Yet few local people we re aware of the bats’ contribu-
tions to agriculture. Misconceptions re g a rding bats – that they
attack people and are blind, dirt y, disease ridden or carry bed-
bugs – are common and bats are often casually exterminated.

In addition to insect-eating bats, some fruit-eating Indian
flying foxes (Pteropus giganteus) roost in the area. In the town
of Tansen, on the edge of the Madanpokhara Valley, a colony
has been roosting in a temple courtyard and is protected there,
but many bats of other species roost in at least seven nearby
caves, where they face many threats.

After completing the surveys, we organized focus groups
among community leaders, social workers, local conservation-
ists, journalists, teachers and others to discuss our plans and
seek their suggestions for improving education and conserva-
tion programs. Their input was invaluable.

In the first phase of the project, we developed educational
radio programs that were broadcast by Rupendehi FM and
Radio Annapurna. Five episodes of 15 minutes each were pro-
duced to describe, in Nepali and local languages, various
aspects of bat values and conservation needs. These stations’
signals reach far beyond our project area, reaching up to five
million listeners.

Although not part of our initial plan, we also took advan-
tage of an opportunity to teach 15 Institute of Forestry stu-
dents about bats and bat education. The homes of these
Pokhara campus students are scattered across the nation. We
supplied each student with bat-education materials and pre-
pared them to share their new knowledge of bats with school-
children in their home communities.

Using information and photos from BCI, as well as our ow n
re s e a rch, we developed and printed a 24-page educational
b ro c h u re in the Nepali language that describes bats, their va l u e
to both the local environment and economy and how they can
be protected. We also produced a leaflet, “Bat Conservation in
Palpa,” and a poster, “Bat Conservation in Nepal,” to
i n c rease awareness about bats.

We chose three area schools (River Valley English
Secondary School, Shree Damkada Higher Secondary
School and Shree Sharada Higher Secondary School)
for our initial effort. All are near roosting sites of
Indian flying foxes. About 40 students from each
school were designated by administrators to partici-
pate, and we gave each one a packet of our materials
and others provided by CCINSA.

Our teams took these students to bat-roosting are a s ,
w h e re we familiarized them with bats’ physical feature s
and their roosting and foraging needs. We helped the
youngsters identify threats to bats and suggested ways in
which they and their families and communities can
i m p rove things. We encouraged them to share their new
k n owledge with classmates and families.

We returned to the three schools where, after distributing
bat-educational materials, we conducted bat essay and art
competitions for students, awarding small prizes for the best
entries. The children were surprisingly enthusiastic about this
break from their normal school routine.

We also gave poster paper and drawing materials to groups
of students and helped them draw posters and murals depict-
ing various aspects of bats, which they displayed in school hall-
ways.

The headmasters of schools in the Palpa District attended
lectures and discussions on the importance of bats and com-
mitted to including bats in their regular curriculum. We gave
each school a large number of our educational materials and
other information on bats. Building on a CCINSA bat-educa-
tion workshop that I recently attended, we provided special
training to science and environment teachers so they can pro-
vide more detailed information to their pupils.

A follow-up questionnaire demonstrated a striking increase
in basic bat knowledge and improved attitudes at the schools
we visited. We believe our bat-education program can be
duplicated elsewhere in Nepal with similarly strong results.

In the future, we will try to expand our bat-awareness
efforts with a multimedia approach, using newspapers, maga-
zines, television and radio. We hope to initiate community-
based bat-conservation programs, finding residents who are
willing to take action and giving them a sense of ownership of
the bats in their areas. And Nepal’s growing number of bat
advocates desperately need to establish a network of bat work-
ers, bat clubs and organizations that can share what we are
learning about the bats of Nepal. So much still remains to be
done, but we are moving forward.

HARI ADHIKARI is Coordinator of the Natural Resources
Research and Conservation Center of Nepal.
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Volunteers from the Natural Resources Research and Conservation

Center in Nepal developed an assortment of bat-education materials in

the Nepali language for use in their conservation program.
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MOVING A MOUNTAIN
FOR BIG-EARED BATS

BCI and cavers clear
a huge trash pile from a critical cave

MOVING A MOUNTAIN
FOR BIG-EARED BATS

BCI and cavers clear
a huge trash pile from a critical cave

by Jim Kennedy

n 2005, Saltpeter Pit was just another name on a long list of
obscure Kentucky caves we hoped to explore in our recovery
efforts for the endangered Indiana myotis (Myotis sodalis). But
an old cave map revealed a likely cold-air trap that could be an
ideal spot for hibernating bats. Besides, we knew the cave’s
location and we had the landowner’s permission to enter it.
Many promising bat caves have never been evaluated due to a
lack of access. What we discovered at Saltpeter Pit was an
extraordinary opportunity that quickly turned into an almost-
overwhelming challenge.

On a sunny November day, my field crew and I drove
across a hayfield and up a hill to the sinkhole called Saltpeter
Pit. But, as we peered over the edge, the pit looked nowhere
near as deep as the 53 feet (16 meters) described on the map.
A colossal mound of household trash almost filled the pit to
within 20 feet (6 meters) of the entrance. Rusting refrigerators
and gobs of rotting carpet clung precariously to the walls,
snagged there before they could reach the bottom.

Nonetheless, we carefully rigged our ropes to a pair of con-
venient trees and dropped warily into the hole, landing atop
the trash pile. Surrounding us was one of the biggest mounds
of nastiness that I have ever sunk a foot in.

Clearly, Pulaski County families had been using Saltpeter
Pit as a dump for decades. The pile we dubbed “Mount
Trashmore” included battered appliances, lawnmowers, fence
wire, feed sacks bulging with who-knows-what, old roofing
material, children’s toys, broken bottles, pipe, car parts, a wad-

(Top photo) Caver Jim Wilbanks (left) talks over a two-way radio
with volunteers working inside Saltpeter Pit to clear an enor-
mous pile of debris (such as this bedraggled sofa) from the
entrance. (Above) The cave is used by an unusually large popula-
tion of Rafinesque’s big-eared bats.

©MERLIN D. TUTTLE, BCI /  8324510

© J E R RY FA N T,  BCI /  0040871
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ing pool, animal bones and much more. And that’s just what we could
see on the surface. The whole mess was cemented together with mud
that washed into the cave from the surrounding fields.

We began picking our way down the slope to the actual cave floor,
pausing occasionally to kick footholds into the garbage and roll loose
tires out of the way. I climbed, slid and hopped down the slope and
moved into a passageway that extends out from the pit. As I rounded a
bend, I was surprised to see several clusters of bats.

“Bingo,” I thought, assuming we had discovered a new Indiana
myotis roost. But looking closer, I was delighted to recognize them as
Rafinesque’s big-eared bats (Corynorhinus rafinesquii), which are rarely
found in sizeable clusters. I estimated about 600 bats were clinging to
the ceiling – a remarkably large and important population of these rare
bats. I was amazed that they were using the cave despite the 30-foot-
high (9-meter) trash pile clogging the entrance.

Farther along the passage, we came to a junction room, where dis-
tinctive roost stains on the ceiling revealed the previous presence of
other hibernators. This almost certainly was the Indiana myotis roost we
originally sought. It was indeed a cold-air trap. Caves where most pas-
sages are lower than the entrances tend to pool cold air throughout the
year, getting colder only in the winter. These are ideal conditions for
maintaining the low temperatures required by hibernating bats, espe-
cially Indiana myotis.

So why we re they no longer using Saltpeter Pit? We may never know,
but it was doubtful that they abandoned it because of disturbance by
human visitors. It seems likely that the great mound of garbage re s t r i c t-
ed flight space, altered airf l ow and perhaps changed the cave’s micro c l i-

By Fall 2007, after more than 130 tons of trash were hauled away from
Saltpeter Pit, ‘Mount Trashmore’ had been reduced to a much smaller,
but still-disgusting, pile of household garbage.
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Discovering Saltpeter Pit’s importance for bats was hard-
ly an accident. It is, in fact, one of a growing number of

caves located and explored for previous Indiana myotis use
as part of an innovative BCI program supported by the
Offield Family Foundation.

Our Appalachian Saltpeter Caves Project identifies caves
t h roughout the Indiana myotis’ range that we re once mined
for saltpeter – the potassium nitrate that was an es s e n t i a l
i n g redient of gunpowder until the late 19th century. Thes e
c aves are choice candidates for finding historic bat ro o s ts ,
since accumu l ations of guano are a prime source of saltpete r.

Countless old bat caves were heavily mined for saltpeter
beginning with the War of 1812 between the United States
and Great Britain. The mining peaked again during the
American Civil War 49 years later. Decades of mining altered
the caves, sometimes even creating new entrances and pas-
sages and blocking old ones. Such changes altered airflow
and temperature, often with devastating impacts on the
Indiana myotis. Our goal is to identify previously important
caves for hibernating Indiana myotis and assess the poten-

tial for restoring the conditions that historically attracted
these bats.

The program began four years ago in Kentucky, tradi-
tionally one of the most important states for hibernating
Indiana myotis. Kentucky has approximately 115 saltpeter
caves out of almost 700 recorded in the United States.

Since 2005, BCI field crews have visited 57 potential
hibernation caves in Kentucky, 36 in West Virginia, and 17 in
Indiana, identifying about a dozen with historical bat impor-
tance and potential for restoration. Some dramatic improve-
ments have been achieved, such as the restoration and gat-
ing of Bat Cave in Washington County, Indiana, but much
more remains to be done.

The problem at Saltpeter Pit, of course, was not its his-
tory of mining, but its more recent history as a community
dumpsite. However, this site clearly demonstrates that caves
fitting the “cold air trap” model in the geographic range of
the Indiana myotis should be properly assessed, even if not
currently known as bat caves. With restoration and protec-
tion, bat populations can often be restored.

Gunpowder and Bat Caves

©JIM KENNEDY,  BCI /  0044071
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mate. At any rate, the trash was an unnatural component of the
c a ve and introduced pollutants into the local aquifer. To pro-
tect the aquifer and the big-eared bats’ hibernation site – and
perhaps to entice the Indiana myotis to return – Mo u n t
Tr a s h m o re had to go.

I knew just the group that could help. I explained our
problem to Chris Clark and Dave Foster at the Kentucky-
based American Cave Conservation Association (ACCA).
Together, we launched an ambitious plan to remove the trash.

However, we severely underestimated the task that faced
us. We planned to clear the mountain over a few weeks during
the summer of 2006 with some eager volunteers, a few paid
contractors and a lot of ingenuity.

Volunteer cavers descended on Mount Tr a s h m o re in
August 2006. They rappelled into the muck and began shov-
eling it into huge bags, each holding 1,000 pounds of rotting
debris. An ingenious system of scaffolding spanned the sink-
hole and a system of pulleys allowed Jeeps to haul the bulging
bags up to the surface, then into the bucket of a front-end
loader. The trash was taken to a dumpster, where recyclable
materials were sorted out.

An impressive 20 tons or so of debris was removed during
that 10 days of backbreaking work, but the malodorous
mountain was barely dented.

As the extent of the challenge became clear, we inve s t e d
much more time in planning and re c e i ved additional funding
f rom a Kentucky state PRIDE grant. We also hired a larger paid
c rew to re i n f o rce our resolute volunteers. In four grueling we e k s
of 2007, the team re m oved about 130 tons of trash, re d u c i n g
the mountain to a modest – but still disgusting – hill. Bi o l o g i s t s ,

meanwhile, installed dataloggers that monitor temperature and
humidity at strategic locations to gauge the effects of trash
re m oval and evaluate the cave’s suitability for bats.

The project piqued the imagination of newspapers and tele-
vision stations throughout the area. Their ve ry positive re p o rt s
raised local awareness of bats and bat conservation issues.

Last summer, cavers and paid workers finally finished the
cleanup. They hauled away the final 50 tons of trash, disman-
tled the scaffolding and restored the site. In all, roughly 200
tons of trash and muck was dug up, bagged and hauled out of
Saltpeter Pit, including more than 520 automobile tires, a
boat, eight refrigerators, a riding lawnmower and countless
parts and chunks of cars and trucks.

In this exceptional collaboration, more than 70 people
worked on the cleanup, supported by a variety of grants
(including one from Beneficia Foundation) and in-kind con-
tributions. The project is valued at more than $170,000,
including about $50,000 in donated labor, equipment and
landfill fees. But the mammoth project is finally complete:
Mount Trashmore is gone. Cavers will be monitoring the cave
to prevent future dumping.

In January 2008, I returned to Saltpeter Pit and docu-
mented the continued presence of the Rafinesque’s big-eared
bats, but still no Indiana myotis. Only time will tell if the
endangered species returns to the cave; repopulation often
takes years. But if they come back, Saltpeter Pit will be far
more welcoming than it has been for many years.

JIM KENNEDY is the Cave Resources Specialist for Bat Con-
servation International.

Chris Clark of the America Cave Conservation Association pushes a
load of trash into position on a front-end loader during the massive
cleanup operation at Kentucky’s Saltpeter Pit.

©JIM KENNEDY,  BCI /  0044019
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Four winters after its discovery near Albany, New York,
White-nose Syndrome – a still-mysterious but deadly

threat to American bats – has spread across New Jersey and
Pennsylvania and into West Virginia.

“We just have a very helpless feeling. Right now, there’s
really nothing that’s recommended to help these bats,” says
Mick Valent, principal zoologist for the New Jersey Division
of Fish and Wildlife.

West Virginia now re p o rts WNS at multiple cave s .
Assuming this is confirmed, said BCI Founder Merlin Tuttle,
“America’s most important remaining hibernacula for endan-
gered Indiana myotis (Myotis sodalis) and gray myotis (M. gris-
escens) could be threatened within two years or less. Failure to
find a solution could prove devastating.”

White-nose Syndrome, with mortality rates exceeding 90
percent at some hibernation sites, has killed hundreds of thou-
sands of hibernating bats in the northeastern United States.
Scientists do not know the cause, although researchers are try-
ing desperately to solve this lethal puzzle. BCI’s W N S
Emergency Response Fund has provided more than $65,000
so far to help finance 10 vital research projects.

The WNS fund supports investigations into the most

urgent research questions as determined by a June 2008
Science Strategy Session of top WNS scientists and govern-
ment officials. BCI worked with Boston University, Cornell
University College of Veterinary Medicine, the New York
De p a rtment of En v i ronmental Conservation, the U.S.
Geological Survey and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to
organize that critical meeting and also led fundraising for
meeting facilitation and scientist travel. The meeting report is
available online at BCI’s website (www.batcon.org). 

A white fungus is found on the faces of many affected bats.
The fungus has been identified, but it remains unclear
whether it is a cause of the ailment or one of its symptoms.

Alan Hicks of the New Yo rk De p a rtment of
Environmental Conservation, whose team originally discov-
ered the syndrome, said the way WNS is spreading strongly
suggests a disease-causing organism of some kind, possibly the
fungus. He said “transmission tests” are being conducted at the
USGS National Wildlife Health Center in Wisconsin that
should answer that question, “provided they are able to suffi-
ciently match conditions in these caves. We expect those
results in the next month or so.” BCI is helping to fund to that
critical study.

WNS:
The threat grows
by Robert Locke

Biologists DeeAnn Reeder of Bucknell
University and Greg Turner of the
Pennsylvania Game Commission monitor
signals from radiotransmitters affixed to
hibernating bats in an old mine as part of
their White-nose Syndrome research.

© P E N N S Y LVANIA GAME COMMISSION, JOE KO S AC K
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WNS was first seen in a single New York cave in the win-
ter of 2005-06 and was found in four additional nearby sites
the following winter. By 2007-08, it had spread throughout
the state and into Vermont, Massachusetts and Connecticut.
Now it has spread much farther.

Valent reports at least hundreds of confirmed bat deaths at
three abandoned mines, located a few miles apart in eastern
New Jersey. Among them is the state’s largest hibernation site
– Hibernia Cave, where BCI helped build a bat-friendly gate
in 1994. Some 30,000 bats, mostly little brown myotis (Myotis
lucifugus) but also some Indiana myotis,
now hibernate there.

“We’re seeing all the things that seem to
define WNS: some bats with the white fun-
gus on their muzzles, bats leaving the mine
that are emaciated and dehydrated, bats fly-
ing out during daylight [in the midst of
their hibernation season]. We are also see-
ing clusters of bats ve ry near the entrance,
the coldest part of the mine where ice is
forming; we normally don’t see them
t h e re.” Dead bats from the mine tested
p o s i t i ve for the fungus that’s associated
with WNS, he said.

No bat kills we re confirmed in Pe n n-
s y l vania, but the state Game Commission
notes that biologists DeeAnn Reeder of
Bucknell Un i versity and Greg Turner of the
commission found bats with fungus-cove re d
faces in an old iron mine in Mifflin County.
When they netted bats at the site last sum-
m e r, they found no obvious pro b l e m s ,
although some bats had white spots on their
wings. “What the white spots re p resent is
still unclear,” Turner said, “but re s e a rc h e r s
b e l i e ve they may be early signs of W N S . ”

In mid-December, the hibernating bats
at the mine revealed no problems. But on
December 20, some bats showed the fun-
gus and a few had moved closer to the
mine entrance, an abnormal shift during
hibernation and a “red flag” for the biolo-
gists. By January 5, about 45 percent of the
hibernating population had re l o c a t e d
toward the entrance. Something obviously
is going astray at the mine, but exactly
what that might be is not yet clear.

One of the top WNS researchers, Tom
Kunz of Boston University, said he was not
surprised the syndrome has expanded, but
added: “We really don’t know what is caus-
ing the spread at this point.” He said
researchers are sampling caves and mines
across a broad area to determine whether
the fungus can be present without the dire
symptoms of WNS. “If it’s everywhere
(across the landscape), that would suggest
that the fungus is not what’s spreading, but

that something else is” carrying the syndrome and its bat fatal-
ities into new regions. That answer must be found.

White-nose Syndrome poses the worst documented threat
ever faced by North American bats and we still have many,
many questions and very few answers. Only targeted research
can provide those answers. BCI’s WNS Emergency Response
Fund is making a big difference in helping to support that
research, but our funds are nearly depleted. Without your
immediate help, our WNS grants may soon cease. Please
donate now at www.batcon.org/wnsdonate.

N E W S  A N D  N O T E S
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Jonathan Reichard of Boston University estimates that thousands of little brown
myotis, apparently victims of WNS, littered the floor near the entrance to Aeolus
Cave in Vermont in January 2009.

© JONATHAN REICHARD
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If you’re thinking of attending one of Bat Conservation International’s unique field
workshops this summer, you need to sign up now. The sessions in Arizona are almost

full, and the Kentucky and Pennsylvania workshops are filling fast. Our acoustic moni-
toring workshop is already full, although you may add your name to a waiting list. BCI
strictly limits the number of participants to ensure that each person has a productive and
enjoyable experience.

These Bat Conservation and Management Workshops provide hands-on training in
the latest techniques for capturing, identifying and studying bats in the field, plus visits
to diverse bat habitats and lectures by leading experts on all aspects of bat conservation.

Fees of $1,395 cover lodging, field transportation, materials, meals and take-home
resources for each intensive six-day, five-night workshop.

For information and online applications, visit www.batcon.org/workshops/ or email
workshops@batcon.org.

Portal, Arizona: May 5-10
Our course at the American Museum of Natural History’s
renowned Southwestern Research Station emphasizes Western
bat diversity. Participants will capture and examine up to 18
species and also observe Mexican long-tongued and endan-
g e red long-nosed bats visiting hummingbird feeders.
Fieldwork covers habitats from deserts to forests at elevations
of 4,000 to 8,000 feet.

Mammoth Cave, Kentucky: July 14-19
In partnership with the National Pa rk Se rvice at Ma m m o t h
C a ve, we focus on underground environments and their
i m p o rtance to bats, including the endangered gray and In d i a n a
m yotis. Students explore cave habitats and learn to assess past
bat use by identifying hibernation staining and quantifying his-

toric guano piles. All fieldwork here is part of a vital, long-term
i n ve n t o ry program for the National Pa rk Se rv i c e .

Barree, Pennsylvania: August 14-19
Solving bat/human conflicts is a special focus of our work s h o p
in central Pe n n s y l vania. Pa rticipants will visit an abandoned
c h u rch, now home to more than 20,000 little brown myo t i s
and a growing population of endangered Indiana myotis. T h e
Pe n n s y l vania Game Commission and Bu reau of State Pa rk s
jointly manage this and other nearby roosts, including an old
limestone mine where six species hibernate. A visit into the
mine provides a stark contrast to the late-summer habitat above
g round. Later in the evening, a return trip will allow students to
witness thousands of bats swarming the entrances and to net
and examine large numbers of them.

The 2009 BCI Workshops
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Sign up now to watch the bats at Bracken Cave
When millions of Mexican free-tailed bats swirl out fro m

Bracken Bat Cave on a summer evening, their fluttering
wings spread an audible whisper over the Texas Hill Country.
Coachwhip snakes attack the emerging bats at the cave’s ro c k y
entrance, while hawks and owls dive into the immense columns
of bats that ribbon across the twilight sky. After their hours-long
emergence, the freetails spend the night hunting insects, includ-
ing many that prey on crops. By the time they return at dawn,
these bats will have eaten some 200 tons of insects.

The bats’ emergence from Bracken Cave is an unforget-
table spectacle, and members of Bat Conserva t i o n
International enjoy an exclusive opportunity to witness it.

BCI owns and protects this invaluable cave and 696 sur-
rounding acres that are increasingly surrounded by suburban
San Antonio as a vital refuge for the great maternity colony of
Mexican freetails that use it each summer to give birth and raise
young. This is the largest community of mammals in the world.
Until appropriate public-viewing facilities can be funded and
built, visitation must be strictly limited. BCI members are invit-

ed to watch the emergence on specially designated nights.
Reservations for the 2009 Bracken Member Nights are

now being accepted. Space is extremely limited, so please reg-
ister early. We’ll send directions and additional information
with your confirmation. (Please limit your party to four peo-
ple. Neither pets nor alcoholic beverages are allowed at
Bracken Cave.)

How to Register

To reserve your place for a Bracken Member Night, register
online at w w w. b a t c o n . o rg / m e m b e r n i g h t s or contact Lisa
McCready at (512) 327-9721, extension 25.

The schedule for 2009:
April 4 (Sat u rd ay), April 11 (Sat u rd ay), May 30 (Sat u rd ay ) ,
June 27 (Sat u rd ay), July 8 (We d n es d ay), July 18 (Sat u rd ay ) ,
J u ly 22 (We d n es d ay), July 25 (Sat u rd ay), August 1
( S at u rd ay), August 8 (Sat u rd ay), August 12 (We d n es d ay ) ,
August 28 (Fr i d ay), September 2 (We d n es d ay ) .

Last chance for a 2009 Workshop
N E W S  A N D  N O T E S

©BOB LOCKE, BCI /  0042723
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X-ray bat
C hris Thorn of St .

Austell in the United
Kingdom is a retired radi-
ographer who’s been
experimenting with artis-
tic X-rays, mostly of shells
and flowers. He’s also
demonstrated an interest
in wildlife and especially
bats. So when a neighbor-
hood cat killed a long-
eared bat, the body was
brought to him.

“I considered immedi-
ate burial, but because the
poor, lifeless soul was so
beautiful, I decided to try
to capture his pro u d
image for posterity, ”
Thorn said. The result is “Batty,” this image produced by microfo-
cus X-ray equipment and produced, with digital color processing, as
a limited-edition print. The image was a finalist for the 2007 Shell
Wildlife Photographer of the Year award. 

“I feel I have portrayed him sensitively,” he said. “His image dis-
plays a strong, dramatic statement that I hope might encourage oth-
ers to appreciate.” The bat was buried immediately after the image
was taken.

Though the limited-edition print is sold in a British gallery,
Thorn offered to share the X-ray image with BCI members.

Print reproduced from original X-ray archives of Chris Thorn,
chris_thorn@btconnect.com.
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BCI member Susan Manes
(shown here) and her family

thoroughly enjoyed the thousands
of bats that lived for years in the
attic of their summer home on
an island on the St. Lawrence
River in upstate New York.
Then the floorboards started
rotting, and the bats had to go.
But not before this huge bat
house was built to receive

them. Daughter Katherine Mann, also a
member, says, “My mother spent quite a bit of time researching

how to make the transition easiest. An architect from Cornell University
helped with the design. This bat house was built about 10 years ago. And
yes, there are bats in it! We love watching them come out of it at night.”

Sh a re a snapshot of your bat activities with fellow members: Email it to
p u b @ b a t c o n . o r g or mail it to Snapshot, Bat Conservation In t e rn a t i o n a l ,
P O B ox 162603, Austin, TX 78716. 

BCI Member Snapshot 

WISH LISTThe

Your help with any of these special needs will directly improve
B C I’s ability to protect bats and bat habitats. To contribute or for
m o re information, contact BCI’s De p a rtment of De velopment at
(512) 327-9721 or d e ve l o p m e n t @ b a t c o n . o r g .

Chinese Cave Bats
Tourism threatens to drive bats from their caves

in southwestern China. Almost a third of all known
caves in Sichuan Province “have been fully devel-
oped for amusement,” and others are slated for
tourist use, says Shi Hongyan of Mianyang Normal
University. Shi and his colleagues have documented
at least 14 bat species using the cave, although
conservation is largely ignored locally. Shi hopes to
determine the conservation status of these bats
and, by developing educational materials and train-
ing vo l u n teer te a ch e rs, to educate surro u n d i n g
communities and cave-tour operators about the
importance of bats and their need for protection. A
critical part of the plan is to convert at least one cur-
rently exploited cave into an ecotourism demon-
stration site that promotes bat watching and con-
s e rvation. The group re qu e sts a BCI Global
Grassroots Conservation Fund grant of $3,930 for
this ambitious project.

Tracking City Bats
Wi th natural habitats disappearing around th e

wo rld, bats’ surv i val often re qu i res adapting to th e
bits and pieces of nature that linger in urban land-
scapes. Even in New Yo rk City, one of Ameri c a’s most
d e n s e ly populated areas, some bat populations hang
on. Yet little is known of their conservation status and
ro o st i n g / fo raging behavior in their urban env i ro n-
ment. Chanda Bennett of the American Museum of
Na t u ral Histo ry is using bat dete c to rs to survey
species dive rs i t y, dist ribution and activity at nine
urban parks and greenbelts in the City. She is using
t wo diffe rent kinds of dete c to rs and plans to com-
p a re their perfo rmance in an urban env i ro n m e n t .
B e n n ett re qu e sts a North American Bat Conserva t i o n
Fund grant of $3,012 for this innova t i ve re s e a rch .

How High Do They Fly?
Rick Sherwin of Christopher Newport University

is working with the Nevada Division of Wildlife and
the U.S. Bureau of Land Management to study how
Mexican free-tailed bats at Nevada’s Rose Guano
Cave use the surrounding landscape, where wind-
energy developments are planned. Initial data sug-
gest that hundreds of thousands of bats may use
the cave in late summer as a critical migratory
stopover. The next step in the research is to use
mobile radar units and other tools to determine the
bats’ primary flight paths and altitude to improve
management recommendations. The team needs
$2,000 to rent a radar unit for one week of essen-
tial monitoring.
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